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Who Goes Deep Anymore? 

A New Book from Professors Jane Devine and Francine Egger-Sider 


By Francine Egger-Sider, Coordinator of 
Technical Services 

The question “Who goes deep anymore?” refers to 
the state of student research and seems to sum
marize librarian and faculty concerns about stu
dent research in our digitized world. Many web 
discussions are labeling student research patterns 
as “GWR”: Students conduct a search in Google, 
click on the Wikipedia link (which is usually posi
tioned in first place in the results list) and look at 
the References at the end of the entry (Tay). Is 
there anything inherently wrong with this picture? 
Yes and no. If the student were to stumble – and 
the randomness of this word is crucial – upon an 
excellent source at the bottom of a Wikipedia en
try, that resource could become the beginning of 
a long trail to follow and might lead to a plethora 
of excellent sources. But most students today will 
use some of the sources listed in the Wikipedia 
entry without evaluating them, without doing the 
detective work to find out who created the 
source, what it represents, how it is biased, etc. 
Usually, they will not delve deeply enough into the 
many layers that effective research requires. Stu
dents are looking for short cuts to complete their 
assignments and don’t want to spend too much 
time on the process. 

In today’s information world, in the unlim
ited sea of online results, students need more 
and more insight into the vetting process needed 
to sift the wheat from the chaff.  There is nothing 
wrong with using Google or Wikipedia as a start
ing point in research. What is counterproductive is 
to start and end research in these two interfaces. 
In the academic world, students are provided with 

access to hun
dreds of library 
subscription da
tabases in which 
sources have 
been pre-
evaluated for 
inclusion. Yet, 
study after 
study from mul
tiple strands of 
the information 
spectrum – the 
Pew Research 
Center; OCLC, 
the worldwide 

(Above): This updated companion to the authors’ earlier work on the 
invisible web will soon be released by publisher, Neal-Schuman. 

library cooperative; JISC, UK’s expert on education 
and research; Turnitin.com, the plagiarism software, 
and EasyBib, the citation software –all come to the 
same conclusion, namely, that students start their 
research in Google and do not necessarily take 
advantage of the library databases to which their 
home campuses offer access.  

Continued on p. 4 
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Prior to coming to LaGuardia, Linda was em
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Media for the Mind 

By Terry Parker, Coordinator, Media Services 

The programs listed below are recent acquisitions to the Library’s video collection, which 
consist of over 2000 titles. All titles are available for off/on campus loan for faculty, and 
on campus only use for students. Viewing of selected titles is also available on campus via 
the Library’s Streaming Service. For information on purchases and loans, please contact 
Terry Parker, x 433, or terry@lagcc.cuny.edu. 

Let’s Talk About IT: Domestic Violence (47 min.) 
Xiomara Fuentes, Amandeep Kaur and Nneka—three wives beaten and humiliated by their husbands—are the sub
jects of Let’s Talk About It, which gives a voice and a face to a spreading epidemic of spousal abuse. This pro
gram puts video cameras into the hands of these women’s children who then interview their mothers about why 
they endured—and how they survived—such physical and emotional injury. A compelling and purposeful call to 
action produced by acclaimed filmmaker Deepa Metha. (DVD 507) **Can be viewed on-campus via the Library 
Streaming Media Server. 

Becoming Green: Growing Environment Awareness (4 episodes; 57 min. each) 
What will the car of the future be like? Can solar power help save the Earth from the ravages of global warming? 
Deadly flooding in Africa, catastrophic hurricanes in the U.S. record high temperatures worldwide, are these natu
ral, temporary glitches in our global climate, or is the devastation the result of global warming? Join NOVA as 
they explore these topics in a four episode collection: Ep1. Car of the Future, Ep2. Solar energy: Saved by the 
Sun, Ep3. Global Warming: What’s Up With the Weather, Ep4. Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring. (DVD-505) **Can be 
viewed on-campus via the Library Streaming Media Server. 

500 Nations (372 min.) 
Hosted by Kevin Costner, 500 Nations is an eight-part documentary that explores the history of the indigenous 
peoples of North and Central America, from pre-Colombian times through the period of European contact and 
colonization, to the end of the 19th century and the subjugation of the Plains Indians of North America. 500 
Nations utilizes historical texts, eyewitness accounts, pictorial sources and computer graphic reconstructions to 
explore the magnificent civilizations which flourished prior to contact with Western civilization, and to tell the dra
matic and tragic story of the Native American nations' desperate attempts to retain their way of life against over
whelming odds. (DVD-538) **Can be viewed on-campus via the Library Streaming Media Server. 

American Experience: We Shall Remain (90 min. each episode) 
We Shall Remain is a groundbreaking mini-series and provocative multi-media project that establishes Native his
tory as an essential part of American history. Five 90-minute documentaries spanning three hundred years tell the 
story of pivotal moments in U.S. history from the Native American perspective. (DVD539) **Can be viewed on-
campus via the Library Streaming Media Server. 

I’m Carolyn Parker: The Good, the Mad, and the Beautiful (90 min.) 
In 2005, Academy Award®-winning director Jonathan Demme set out to document the devastation wreaked by 
Hurricane Katrina and the rebuilding of New Orleans’ Lower Ninth Ward. When he met Carolyn Parker, what began 
as a historical documentary morphed into a vibrant character study of the courage and resiliency of this fearless 
matriarch and civil-rights activist. I’m Carolyn Parker: The Good, the Mad, and the Beautiful is Demme’s intimate 
account of Parker’s five-year crusade to rebuild her beloved neon-green house, her church, her community — and 
her life. (DVD 537) **Can be viewed on-campus via the Library Streaming Media Server. 

NOVA: Hurricane Katrina: The Storm That Drowned a City (55 min.) 
On August 29th, 2005, Hurricane Katrina devastated the Gulf Coast, killing at least 1,300, destroying over 
600,000 houses, and turning downtown New Orleans into an uninhabitable swamp. In a compelling hour-by-hour 
reconstruction of the ferocious storm, NOVA exposes crucial failures in preparation and engineering that led to 
the worst disaster in U.S. history. Join scientist Hugh Willoughby as he flies into the eye of Hurricane Gilbert, 
then hear first-hand accounts from survivors of Hurricane Camille, the most devastating storm ever to strike the 
United States. (DVD 540) **Can be viewed on-campus via the Library Streaming Media Server. 

Continued on p. 6 
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continued from p. 1 

Professor Jane Devine and I have for years been studying an alternative to the GWR process: 
the Invisible Web. The Invisible Web can be defined as any web resource that is not pulled up by a 
general-purpose search engine. It has been calculated that the Invisible Web represents 70-75% of the 
information resources offered on the Internet, but retrieving these materials requires greater effort than 
GWR and greater effort than many students may wish to put into research. 

Professor Devine and I have written a book on the subject, Going Beyond Google Again: Strate
gies for Using and Teaching the Invisible Web, to be published in 2013 by ALA/Neal-Schuman. This title 
is a companion piece to our first book, also published with Neal-Schuman, Going Beyond Google: The 
Invisible Web in Learning and Teaching (2009). In each book, there is a chapter analyzing how students 
conduct research. We encourage teachers to direct students to library subscription databases, which 
actually form the biggest part of the Invisible Web since they are behind an authentication wall as one 
needs to sign in to get access to them. The databases are designed for student needs and easily ac
cessible to them. 

In both of our books, we analyzed what the Invisible Web can bring to the research table. In 
addition to databases, the Invisible Web can include directories, pathfinders, digital files, niche search 
engines, specialized websites, etc.  These resources can provide students with valuable additional infor
mation pertinent to their research. The problem is that finding these resources demands additional re
search on the part of the student as they are not available with just one click. For students, time, ease 
of use and convenience usually trump content. 

For our newest publication, Jane Devine and I surveyed our colleagues, discipline faculty, and 
librarians, in the English-speaking world to discover whether this notion of the Invisible Web is on any
one’s radar. Although the term itself, Invisible Web, is not as prevalent as we had thought, it was clear 
that the faculty are cognizant of students’ gravitating toward the free Web rather than databases for 
research. The book offers a number of scenarios of how to integrate Invisible Web material into the 
student research process in various stages. We believe that our students are short-changed not only in 
their education but also in their lifelong independent learning skills if they are not taught to use a vari
ety of sources, to evaluate each of these sources and to explain why they have chosen them. Librari-

References: 

Tay, Aaron. “4 Ways to Bring Users to Your Library Re
sources from Wikipedia.”Musings about Librarian-
ship. 11 Mar. 2013. Web. 20 Mar. 2013. <http:// 
musingsaboutlibrarianship.blogspot.com/>. 

Devine, Jane, and Francine Egger-Sider. Going Beyond 
Google Again: Strategies for Using and Teaching 
the Invisible Web. Chicago: Neal-Schuman, 2013. 
Print. ISBN: 9781555708986 

ans cannot do this with just one hour of instruction 
for new students taking English 101. These skills must 
be reinforced in each class throughout a student’s 
college career. No adult can function in today’s soci
ety without knowing how to research a topic, be it an 
illness in the family, how to buy a car, which govern
ment agency is the appropriate one for a particular 
problem, etc. Going Beyond Google Again attempts to 
position research within a broader range of informa
tion resources. It demonstrates that “going deep” into 
research will offer a richer, more focused results list 
than the simple GWR approach. ■ 
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Congratulations to Raquel Rossello on Her Retirement 

By Scott White, Deputy Chief Librarian 

On March 29, 2013, Raquel Rossello, long time CUNY Office Assistant 
in the Library’s Circulation Department, retired. Many of you probably 
knew Raquel, especially if you came in to the Library early to use the 
services. She was a reliable member of the staff, coming in to open 
the Library at 7:30 AM. She agreed to change her hours when we in
stituted the service close to a decade ago, and continued to arrive 
early to open until she retired. 

Raquel was responsible for many things at the Circulation desk. 
She helped process Reserves, or the books and articles faculty gave 
to the Library for student access. She kept and updated the desk 
schedule and was in charge of supervising our part time staff. She was also responsible for maintain
ing order in the Library Stacks, where print books are shelved for student and faculty use. A thank
less job, Raquel worked diligently with her staff to maintain order in the shelves, knowing that if a 
book was mis-shelved, it was unavailable for use. Whenever anyone on staff needed to find a book 
that was seemingly out of order or missing, they would ask Raquel to look for it. Only after she 
couldn’t find it would the books be reported missing. 

Raquel also helped students at the Circulation desk, and while she was friendly and suppor
tive, she would occasionally take a student to task if they didn’t know the title of their textbook. They 
wouldn’t have to be reminded twice. 

(Above) Chief Librarian Jane Devine and Raquel Rossello; (Above right) 
Clock commemorating Raquel’s 25 years of service to the College. 

Raquel also ran the Library’s Summer 
Youth program. Every summer an army of kids 
would descend on the Library and be put to 
work. For most of them, this was their first real 
job, and Raquel was their first real supervisor. 
She was tough but fair, expecting a lot. She 
would hold pizza parties for them, and every 
once in a while, after a particularly tough day 
of moving or cleaning, let them relax and use 
the computers in the lab. She would arrange 
workshops to expose them to skills that they 
could use in the future. Her lasting effect on 
the employees was apparent because so many 
of them returned to visit her, and thank her. 
We’ll miss Raquel and all she did for us. We’re 
happy for her that she’s retired, able to enjoy 
her three grandchildren and not have to wake 

up so early anymore! We wish her the best, and have said to her that she has a part-time job wait
ing for her if she ever wants to come back to help keep the shelves in order! ■ 
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continued from p. 3 
The Great Debaters (127 min.)  
Marshall, Texas, described by James Farmer, Jr. as "the last city to surrender after the Civil War," is home to Wiley 
College, where, in 1935-36, inspired by the Harlem Renaissance and his clandestine work as a union organizer, Pro
fessor Melvin Tolson coaches the debate team to a nearly-undefeated season that sees the first debate between U.S. 
students from White and Black colleges and ends with an invitation to face Harvard University's national champions. 
(DVD 340) **Can be viewed on-campus via the Library Streaming Media Server. 

Cat Owner’s Guide to Kidney Disease (30 min.) 
This video series will provide you with a complete overview of kidney disease in cats. Animations help explain how 
kidney disease develops and make it easy to learn how to manage kidney disease through subcutaneous fluids, 
therapeutic diets, and medications. (DVD 541) **Can be viewed on-campus via the Library Streaming Media Server. 

Gastrointestinal Diseases in Cats (80 min.) 
This comprehensive video series developed by veterinary specialists at Cornell University Hospital for Animals explores 
the topic of gastrointestinal diseases in cats. This resource also includes helpful information on a variety of common 
GI problems in cats including food allergies, dietary intolerance, gastrointestinal parasites, inflammatory bowel disease, 
antibiotic-induced diarrhea, and diarrhea associated with diet changes. (DVD 542) **Can be viewed on-campus via the 
Library Streaming Media Server. 

Two Spirits (65 min.) 
Filmmaker Lydia Nibley explores the cultural context behind a tragic and senseless murder. Fred Martinez was a Na
vajo youth slain at the age of 16 by a man who bragged to his friends that he 'bug-smashed a fag'. But Fred was 
part of an honored Navajo tradition - the 'nadleeh', or 'two-spirit', who possesses a balance of masculine and femi
nine traits. Through telling Fred's story, Nibley reminds us of the values that America's indigenous peoples have long 
embraced. (DVD 536) **Can be viewed on-campus via the Library Streaming Media Server. 

A World Without Fathers or Husbands (52 min.) 
This fascinating documentary filmed in Mosuo Province near the Tibetan border shares the story of a matriarchal 
society that echoes the legendary Li Chang. There are no fathers, husbands, or marriages in Mosuo society. Instead, 
uncles care for their sisters’ children, taking on the role of the father. Brothers and sisters live together in their moth
ers’ homes for the duration of their lives and women perform all of the work, including physical labor and wage-
earning. (DVD 544) **Can be viewed on-campus via the Library Streaming Media Server. 

A Journey to Planet Earth (12 episodes, 57 min. each) 
This documentary series takes an interdisciplinary approach to exploring issues like global warming, toxic pollution, 
economic disparities, and population explosions (sometimes making its points by using frankly scary images and 
facts). Narrated by Matt Damon, each episode travels around the world to places like Zimbabwe and Chicago, drawing 
connections between conditions in both developed and developing countries and shows how certain issues affect eve
ryone -- regardless of geographic location or economic status. Topics can be alarming, like "Will we have enough 
food and water to feed the world's growing population?" (DVD 543) **Can be viewed on-campus via the Library 
Streaming Media Server. 

Pruitt Igoe Myth: An Urban History (79 min.) 
It began as a housing marvel. Two decades later, it ended in rubble. But what happened to those caught in between? 
The Pruitt-Igoe Myth tells the story of the transformation of the American city in the decades after World War II, 
through the lens of the infamous Pruitt-Igoe housing development and the St. Louis residents who called it home. At 
the film’s historical center is an analysis of the massive impact of the national urban renewal program of the 1950s 
and 1960s, which prompted the process of mass suburbanization and emptied American cities of their residents, busi
nesses, and industries. (DVD 544) **Can be viewed on-campus via the Library Streaming Media Server. 

Maria Full of Grace (101 min.) 
Maria is a Colombian teenager who, for a large paycheck, agrees to be a mule for drug-runners: she has to swallow 
dozens of thumb-sized capsules of heroin and smuggle them into New York. This debilitating process is painstakingly 
described, and of course not everything goes as planned when Maria and her fellow mules land in America. Director 
Joshua Marston is working on a low budget, which explains the film's narrow, single-minded focus--but this may be a 
strength, not a weakness. The trump card is the lead performance of Catalina Sandrino Moreno, who won awards at 
the Seattle and Newport Film Festivals. (DVD 546) **Can be viewed on-campus via the Library Streaming Media Server. 

Continued on p. 8 
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Are Your Citations Out of Control? 


By Alexandra Rojas, Reference Services Librarian 

The Library is pleased to offer EasyBib a com

plete citation management composer.  

EasyBib will allow the researcher to share cita

tions, create in-text references and organize 

information into projects quickly and accurately. 

Users can link to Google Docs file, or create a 

word document. EasyBib has a research com

ponent now in beta, similar to searching aca

demic databases. Features of the Research tool 

can help students filter information by rank or 

by source. Workshops in Easybib were offered for students and faculty/staff in Spring II. http:// 

library.laguardia.edu/research/cite For questions about EasyBib or to arrange an individual session, 

please contact: Alexandra Rojas, Catherine Stern or Chris McHale ■ 

Some Fascinating Finds 
Before the Internet made all kinds of general information easily accessi
ble, the Library had other ways of providing general reference materials. 
In a space planning project related to the upcoming Library expansion, 
old file cabinets were carefully excavated. Their contents included gen
eral interest materials such as maps, atlases, general publications, pam
phlets and career-related materials from the 1970s-1980s. Here are 
some of the interesting things we pulled from these old files. We will 
make some digitized versions of these ephemeral items available via our 

DSpace institutional archive site.: 
https://dspace.cuny.edu/ 
handle/11049/24073■ 

Continued on p. 9 
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Check out the Library’s New Books
 

The Library has been showcasing new acquisitions on 
browsable tables near the check-out desk and online 
in a weekly book-of-the-week blog posting created by 
Adjunct Professor Betsy Crenshaw. These postings 
highlight some of the most interesting titles and pro
vide links to useful reviews: http:// 
library.laguardia.edu/about/botw 

Be sure to take a look at some of the great new titles that have 
added to the Library collection. If you have any recommendations 
for purchase, please let us know: http://library.laguardia.edu/ 
services/browsingrequest ■ 

continued from p. 6 
Mardi Gras: Made In China (74 min.)
 
Winner of twenty-one national and international awards, Mardi Gras: Made in China follows the path of Mardi Gras 

beads from the streets of New Orleans during Carnival – where revelers party and exchange beads for nudity – to the 
disciplined factories in Fuzhou, China – where teenage girls live and sew beads together all day and night. Blending 
curiosity with comedy, this is the only film to explore how the toxic products directly affect the people who both make 
and consume them. One of the better known traditions of the annual Mardi Gras celebration in New Orleans, LA is the 
beads -- most folks wear lots of cheap plastic beads while they wander the city's streets in search of fun, and men 
hoping that women will flash their breasts usually toss ladies their beads in what they hope will be considered a fair 
exchange. However, while in New Orleans, those beads symbolize a wild party and low-level exhibitionism, on the other 
side of the world they mean something else. (DVD 547) **Can be viewed on-campus via the Library Streaming Media 
Server. 

Generation RX (81 min.)
 
Generation RX examines a culture of medicine and corruption, documenting how an entire era of children has been 

caught in the middle of an unprecedented change in western culture: that of drugging children with psychiatric medica
tions earlier – and more often – than ever before. The goal of Generation RX is to provide citizens everywhere with the 
information they need in order to make informed choices about whether ADHD, antipsychotic and antidepressant medi
cations are the right choice for children – or whether drug companies have merely created another market for their 
products without regard for safety. Th e film uncovers a pattern of collusion between drug manufacturers and their 
regulatory watchdogs at the FDA. (DVD 518) **Can be viewed on-campus via the Library Streaming Media Server. 

Valor with Honor (90 min.) 
An independently produced documentary on the last interviews of Japanese American World War 2 veterans who served 
in the 442nd Regimental Combat Team. The 442nd  is the most decorated unit in the history of the US Military for its 
size and length of service. The film describes the harrowing stories of the 442nd’s battles in Italy, Lost Battalion Rescue 
in France, braking of the Gothic Line, witness to the Holocaust at Dachau, Germany, and their bittersweet return home 
to America. (DVD 510) **Can be viewed on-campus via the Library Streaming Media Server. ■ 
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Electronica…
 

New Electronic Resources at the Library 
By Catherine Stern, Electronic Resources Librarian 

All of the following resources are accessible from the Library’s database page (http://library.laguardia.edu/ 
research/alphabetical): 

Nursing Education in Video is a collection of streaming videos, accessible on 
or off campus, designed to be used in the education and training of nurses 

and other health care workers. This collection is already a favorite with nursing students and faculty. 

Underground & Independent Comics, Comix, and Graphic Novels is a primary-source database fo
cused on adult comic books and graphic novels. It includes the works themselves as well as re
lated interviews, criticism, and journal articles. This database would work well for assignments in 
English, art, and basic skills classes as well as others. 

Statista is a statistics portal which is easy to use and features appealing charts and 
graphs, including a chart of the day. This database could be used for developing quantita
tive reasoning assignments for any course. And did you know? 2013 is the International 
Year of Statistics (according to the Statista website). 

The U.S. Government ceased publishing the Statistical Abstract of the United States with 
the 2012 edition to the chagrin of librarians and data-lovers everywhere. We now sub
scribe to the ProQuest online version available through CUNY+ or via the Library’s da
tabase page. 

The archives and current issues of the long-standing Gale series Poetry Criticism and Short Story Criticism are 
now available online joining Shakespeare Criticism and Contemporary Literary Criticism on the Literature Criticism 
Online platform. 

In addition, the CUNY Office of Library Services (OLS) has purchased two new digital collections from Gale, the 
Nineteenth Century Collection Online (NCCO) and the Slavery & Anti-Slavery Archive which are available to all 
CUNY libraries. ■ 
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Some fascinating finds… 

(left) A promotional recipe 
pamphlet introducing Americans 
to a new exotic cuisine. 

(right) A career guidance book-
let promising aspiring executive 
secretaries annual salaries up to 
$23,000. 

[See p. 7 for more images] 
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Faculty and Staff Highlights 


Professor Scott White has been promoted to 
Full Professor.  

Professor Louise Fluk has been awarded a sab
batical from January to December 2014.  

Professor Jane Devine has written an article 
with Josephine Corso on LaGuardia’s STM pro
gram. It will be published in Community College 
Enterprise. 

Hong Cheng has published an article with Kate 
B. Moore: “Learning from the Epic Fail: Two New 
Librarians’ Marketing Stories and Lessons 
Learned” in Library Communications Journal, 
Winter 2012: 10-14. 

Chris McHale wrote an article about Library ser
vices for the March issue of Student News: 

<http://www.lagcc.cuny.edu/uploadedFiles/ 
Main_Site/Content/Current_Students/ 
Student_Information_Center/Mar13.pdf> 

Professor Ann Matsuuchi published an article 
with Irene Gashurov, CUNY Office of Library 
Services: “CUNY’s Critical Thinking Skills Initia
tive: Redesigning Workforce Education Through 
Information Literacy Learning.” ACRL College & 
Research Libraries News 74.2 (2013): 70-73. 
<http://crln.acrl.org/content/74/2/70.full>. 

Professor Steve Ovadia has published "Digital 
Content Curation and Why It Matters to Librari
ans" in Behavioral & Social Sciences Librarian 
32.1 (1 Jan. 2013): 58-62.<http:// 
ejournals.ebsco.com/direct.asp? 
ArticleID=4C10B2F1B8D21D2F3B0>. ■ 

IPads in the Library! New Student iPad Loan Program 
By Terry Parker, Coordinator, Media Services 

Since its launch in January, the Apple iPad has 
been the most sort after item by our students. 
Its popularity far exceeds our ability to meet the 
daily requests and constant inquiries. Very simi
lar to our ever popular Laptop Loan Program, 
the iPads can be checked out for three day 
loan periods, needing only a validated student 
ID card. Presently we have twenty-five iPad 2s in 
circulation, with the library hoping to receive 
funding that will substantially increase this amount within the year. A recent usability survey con

ducted by the department revealed that our students are using the 
iPads in a variety of ways, i.e. Art/Graphic design, eBooks, Music, So
cial Media, Career/Job Searching and Gaming. The survey also showed 
that 8 out of 10 students who had used other tablets preferred the 
Apple iPad.■ 
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